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1 Action Induced Semantics

Language embeddings [2, 1] provide a very flexible non-parametric representation for short lan-
guage fragments such as words and phrases: by introducing sufficiently many dimensions, embed-
dings can represent a given set of similarities. The remaining question is what similarity we would
like to capture, and what training data to learn it from.

Existing language embeddings have been learned from i) raw text corpora, or from ii) sentences
annotated with syntax or shallow semantics. The approaches in the first category include embed-
dings optimized to predict the next word given a context [2], and embeddings based on word co-
occurrences in documents or sentences [5]. Embeddings can also be chosen to minimize distance
between similar documents bodies [7], or document titles and document bodies [1]. The second
category includes embeddings learned to optimize parsing and semantic role labeling [3, 6].

In this work, we propose to learn similarity of meaning as defined by human action: we take two
expressions to be similar if they lead to the same action. Actions provide a good learning signal
when the action space is large and when the action space mirrors the expression space.

In particular, we employ web search queries as the expressions, and clicks on search results as the
actions. When two different search queries qi and qj lead to clicks on the same search results,
we say that the queries have similar meaning. This setup has several advantages: User web search
queries provide a rich set of expressions that covers a wide array of language as it is actually used by
many different people. The large number of web search users results in many clicks, which provides
redundancy so that spurious clicks can be filtered out. User click data provides “natural” supervision
for query-document similarity, and no manual annotation is required.

Note that we directly obtain an association between queries. The co-clicked documents merely
provide a connection between the queries; the document content is not used here.

1.1 Method

We collect click logs from a large commercial web search engine. The logs record click counts for
query-document pairs. We form a bipartite graph consisting of query nodes and document nodes,
with edges given by clicks. The click counts from each query are normalized to sum to one, and can
be thought of as transition probabilities between query nodes and document nodes. We calculate the
transition probability from query qi to qj using a 2-step random walk on this graph [4], and take the
topK queries qj with the highest probability as positive examples of queries with the same meaning
as qi. Negative examples of queries that are unrelated to qi are created by drawing random queries
that share zero or one word with qi.

The dataset is large: 80 million training queries, 2 million test queries. The vocabulary was reduced
to the 30,000 most frequent words.
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june distance meaning
april distances meanings
july far abbreviation
may miles abbreviations
december mileage definition
march mile mean
november milage define
day calculator means
august pedometer definitions
february length dictionary
january between acronyms
mayday sizing origin
days calculations symbolism
months calculation def
normandy marathon acronym
bridal measure origins
gemini measurements lingo
september mph slang
schnauzers marathons abreviations
invasion circumference defination

Figure 1: Left: Graphical model for learning the embedding of a preference pair. The shaded boxes
are plates representing embedding dimensions d, vocabulary i and features f . The observation c
is always ’true’ for a preference pair. Right: Neighboring words in embedding space to ’june’,
’distance’ and ’meaning’ shown in each column.

2 Representation

We learn word embeddings that capture the query similarities in the training data. Denote the word
vocabulary size by V . Let a query q be represented as a vector of length V . The vector will have
non-zero entries indicating the presence of particular words in the query, and zeros for words absent
from the query. The value of non-zero entries is given by TF-IDF of those words. Finally, we
normalize the query vector by the number of query words.

Let us learn embeddings of dimension D. We denote the collection of embeddings for each word by
a matrix R, of size D × V . The embedding of a whole query is obtained by summing the TF-IDF
weighted embeddings of its words, so that the embedding is Rq. We define the similarity s(qi, qj)
between two queries qi and qj to be their inner product of their embeddings plus a weighted linear
combination of features φ of their words: s(qi, qj) = qT

i R
TRqj + wTφ(qi, qj). For example,

the features could include the number of words shared between qi and qj or an inner product of the
words (φ(qi, qj) = qT

i qj).

Let (qi, q
+
j ) be a pair of similar queries, and (qi, q

−
j ) be a pair of unrelated queries, in the train-

ing data. We employ a preference learning framework, and aim to learn embeddings such that
s(qi, q

+
j ) > s(qi, q

−
j ).

Language is sparse, and many words occur rarely, while some occur frequently. In order to learn
good embeddings for all words, we adopt a Bayesian approach, and learn both mean and diagonal
variance for the embeddings. The graphical model is shown 2; this arises from distributing the
similarities, to get s(qi, q

+
j − q−

j ) > 0. The inference is performed via hybrid of expectation
propagation and variational message passing, as in [8]. This yields a posterior Gaussian distribution
over embeddings. To visualize the embedding space, we simply take the mean, and show words
ranked by descending inner product to some target word (Figure 1). Inspection shows that these
action-induced embeddings represent semantically related meanings well. In contrast, embeddings
based on word predictions tend to cluster words that merely appear in similar contexts (see examples
in [3]).
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